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About This Game

Dragged into Archeology by his uncle, Dan decides to take matters into his own hands. He discovers ancient temples with long
lost treasures and menacing traps. Dan follows the clues found in the temples which leads him on a trip across the world,

bringing him ever closer to making a sensational discovery. You will help Dan navigate past the traps, collect treasure and reach
the bottom of the temples where Dan can find the treasure map that leads him further on his journey.

Key features:

Addictive casual platform game with a twist!

Make your way down the towers of treasure collecting Gems and gold!

Avoid the deadly pitfalls and traps in randomly generated levels!

Choose Diamond Dan or Diamond Ann and use their unique bonus moves!

Travel the world and discover 4 unique themes: Inca/Gothic/Persian and a secret location!

Polished gameplay and high production values!
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Seru -seruan Lumayan lah bro... Good game!
I think it\u00b4s just the best game on steam.. Great, and fun little game.
Nice comedic moments.
Good story.
Good Historic References.

And best of all, "Sit On The Furhrer's Lap".
10\/10. Was hoping it would grow into a decent game. Writing a review as annoyed the developer has walked away from this
utterly unfinished project to start exec assault 2. I will be boycotting exec assault 2 as a result, until this actually becomes a
game. Either way this is a copy of battlezone, from over a decade ago; a copy that is done soso. its not 'innovative' its a copy.
Played this for 4-5 hours, unsure why steam does not log offline time. I\u2019m not here to provide Valve online metrics, but
play games that I own.. It's just OK over all, it's got a ton to offer as a simulator, but it's got some serious flaws that make it very
frustrating to play.

Good:
- It's a hockey league simulator
- Very very in-depth, you can configure just about everything
- Fun if you don't try to do too much
- Challenge mode is compelling

Bad:
- If you pick GM only, your coach will burn your starting goalie out.. doesn't ever start your backup
- Scouting is a nightmare, no way to filter out players based on stats, only stars/age
- Scouting is REALLY a nightmare, In the draft, there's no way to see any scout rankings without clicking each and every
player. If you sort by a certain stat and then click a player, when you go back to the sorted list, it won't be sorted.
- Trading is silly, the only way your offer will be accepted is if your assistant says "it's likely they will accept this deal".. so you
just have to keep adding players until he/she says that. The CPU will never accept otherwise. The only way to get around this is
to shop a player and hope the CPU offers you a better deal. Yet if you click negotiate afterwards and offer the same exact deal
back the CPU will say it's not enough.. just stupid.
- Roster updates are not available fast enough
- No player editor to compensate for lack of roster updates
- Modders don't always publish their packs to the Steam workshop, you have to go to the forums and manually install a lot.

In the end, even though Eastcoast Hockey League Manager is 3+ years old, it's still better in nearly every way.. Old school, way
back to the original xbox. Still fun though. I have been searching for games similar to this, games that have beautiful and
distinctive art design, great choice of actions, and well-made plot. Playing Oakwood Academy of Spells and Sorcery had me
addicted and hooked to each route. It warmed my heart achieving good endings and gave me gut-wrenching regret to all the bad
choices, luckily with the power of saving and loading game you can erase those mistakes and makeup. The only thing missing
that I really wish the developers can take into account and implement is to add in a gallery so that I know I have unlocked all
scenes. All in all, it was an addicting game which I had fun playing for hours on end.
If the devs read this. Hi.. If your looking for a game where you pilot/fire cannons, rockets, and flamethrowers at your enemies
from primitive blimps with your friends than this is the game for you. Sadly there arent very many people playing these days so
AirBuccaneers only gets played when i have friends online playing it.
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7/10. Was looking forward to this but:

- Game takes forever to load
- Cannot skip intro movie
- Proceeds to some kind of demo (which, of course, you can't skip either)
- On top it starts in windowed mode. There's definately better games for the price on Steam.

If all of that is fine by you, then by all means get the game. I personally don't care to waste my time like this.
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Pretty alright so far lets see where it goes like the diversity of power ups. Pros:
- I am extremely happy that there is enough interest in VR for this to be made, good or bad.
- Nice art, environments and mood.
- Free.

Cons:
- Game menu loads on monitor not headset.
- Movement is thumbstick move where you look... Come on guys this isn't 2014.
- At least on my DK2 the perspective/FOV is off, meaning the environment moves faster towards the sides of the view than in
the middle when you move your head. I couldn't find a way to adjust this.
- There is no interaction with NPCs or environments, you just walk around alone in a few different scenes and look at stuff.

Conclusion:
A really good example of how not to make a VR experience. Some of the design choices are pretty much the worst that could
have been made. I hope that this is an indication of that a proper Deus Ex VR experience is coming, with better everything.

Definitely not recommended.. I just can't get into this game. I thought it was going to be more complex. It is just buying a few
troops and rolling in to fight some monsters. I have tried starting the game twice and have been unable to save and have to start
over each time I play. Customize army starts erases your army too and you have to repurchase your troops. I thought the patch
was going to fix the save game and it apparently didn't fix anything. I paid a dollar for this game and even at a dollar this game is
a waste of money and time.. I do not reccoment this title.

The developers have abandoned the game, and the game's multiplayer community (last time I checked) seems to be dead.

Gimbal features a long grind, after which you can unlock a 'creative mode', where you can build ships of any size, using any part
you want, for free.

But forget about achieving that, unless you want to spend tens of hours grinding against bots, only to end up fighting bots again
after that!

I belive I've made it pretty clear that buying this game for any sort of multiplayer action is a bad decision, so I'll leave it at that..
bought this game for my mum, judging for the time she spends on my steam account playing it I assume the game is great.
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